
 

Year 9 English – SP & H 

Instructions for the week beginning Monday 11th May 2020 

 Extract from the poem ‘The Prelude’ by William Wordsworth. 

Watch 

The poems we have learnt so far have all linked to ‘Romanticism’ in terms of power, and 

exploitation of power but there are elements of this movement that refer to the power of 

nature. Watch the clip below and write a short summary of the information. 

https://youtu.be/cRqVquGAnfw  

This clip explores the poet William Wordsworth and the context of the poem. Whilst 

watching this clip make some notes about the poet and the information you hear in regards 

to the power of nature and how this impacted on him.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGn1Ilx_3o4 

Read 

Read the biography below and add some more information to the previous notes about 

William Wordsworth’s life.  

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/william-wordsworth  

Read the poem here (https://www.scottishpoetrylibrary.org.uk/poem/prelude/) 

Can you annotate the poem focusing on the narrator’s feelings such as 

anxious/happy/excited/scared/nervous? Which quotes create emotions? How does he feel 

at the start, middle and end of the poem? Which quotes suggest a change in his feelings? 

How does he feel about nature?  

Select 2 examples of personification and explode them/explain them. 

Listen to 

Listen to and watch the Mr Bruff clip of ‘Prelude’ and add any additional annotations to your 

poem following his guidance.  

Which quote shows that the narrator feels intimidated by the mountain? Write a detailed 

response if you can by including technique analysis.  

Is there a ‘turning point’ in the poem’? If so, where and why?  

https://youtu.be/cRqVquGAnfw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGn1Ilx_3o4
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/william-wordsworth
https://www.scottishpoetrylibrary.org.uk/poem/prelude/


https://youtu.be/5g3l1E1gHiM 

Do 

Remind yourself what an oxymoron is (check online if need to!), and find an example of one 

from the poem.  

Find an interesting simile and explore its purpose in detail.  

How is power explored in this poem, linking to the ideology of the ‘Romantics’  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fantastic Friday – Please email Mrs Wright (f.wright@st-antonys.com) by 12pm on a Friday if you’d like to 

share some of your best work of the week with her. She’d love to see it! 

 

https://youtu.be/5g3l1E1gHiM

